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About This Game

What happens in a game where most of it is hidden?

Glo is a puzzle platformer where the majority of the world is hidden. Using blind faith, glowing projectiles and memory use
your skill to escape each room. Provoked by writing on the wall the story unravels as the mystery of the environment is revealed.

Story

Tormented by the unknown environment and messages on the wall that give the feeling of being watched, Glo is found in a
strange world where everything is covered in darkness.

Using whatever light can be found and blind faith, Glo must try to find a way through the darkness to unravel the mystery and
escape this nightmare.

Features

100 challenging levels.

4 epic boss fights.
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Precise controls.

Speedrun mode.

A world shadowed in darkness full of secrets.

Pure abstract visuals designed to stretch the boundaries of imagination.

Atmospheric soundtrack blended with the environment and story to build a world of emotion.

Glo is a one of a kind experience that takes you on an emotional story of curiosity, wonder and fear. Glo combines the
environment and story as one allowing you to reveal everything from nothing.

In a world where nothing is known, everything is a surprise.
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Title: Glo
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Chronik Spartan
Publisher:
Chronik Spartan
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Later

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 35 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes: Game runs at 60fps

English
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Glo is a simple yet challenging platforming game built a fairly unique mechanic: each and every level is shrouded in almost
complete darkness. The only sources of light are your projectiles, your character, and the level exit. This lack of visual
information lends itself to an initially slow-paced exploration of each level, looking for traps, enemies, and pitfalls. Death (and
you will die) is a minor inconvenience, instantaneously resetting you to the beginning of the level you are on. Given that the levels
themselves are fairly small, the layout is soon memorized and you will find yourself zipping toward the exit with greater and
greater speed and continuously making progress. The piecemeal story is revealed through writing on the wall and hidden memory
fragments which were interesting enough to keep me moving forward.

Pros:

Challenging gameplay

Effective visual aesthetic

Interesting level design

Fair death mechanic
Cons:

Controls are quite slippery (at least with keyboard and mouse)

Some of the 100 levels are repeated with very little modification
Glo is a rewarding little indie game that I recommend to all platformer fans.
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